Abstract. Manolescu correction terms are numerical invariants of homology three-spheres arising from Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten theory that contain information about homology cobordism. We discuss several constraints on these invariants for homology spheres obtained by Dehn surgery on a knot in the three-sphere (and, more generally, in an integral homology L-space) in terms of the surgery coefficient, the concordance order, and the genus.
These are integral lifts of the Rokhlin invariant µpY q, and are invariant under homology cobordism. Indeed, using them Manolescu proved the following statement (which is equivalent to the Triangulation Conjecture being false in high dimensions by [GS80] and [Mat78] ): in the homology cobordism group Θ H 3 there are no 2-torsion elements with Rokhlin invariant one.
The author ( [Lin16a] ) has introduced the analogue of these tools in the framework Kronheimer and Mrowka's of monopole Floer homology ( [KM07] ). This approach works for every three-manifold, and the two constructions are conjectured to provide the same invariants in the case of rational homology spheres; this said, in the present paper Manolescu correction terms will denote the numerical invariants arising from the latter approach.
In general not much is known about the structure of the homology cobordism group other that it is not finitely generated ( [Fur90] , [FS90] and more recently [Sto15a] ). While it is known that every homology sphere is homology cobordant to a hyperbolic one ( [Mye83] ), Pinp2q-techniques have been used in [Sto15b] and [Lin15] to show that there are homology spheres not homology cobordant to Seifert fibered spaces. As Floer theoretical tools have been shown to be effective in understanding problems in Dehn surgery (see among the others [KMOS07] , [Gre13] and [HL16] ), the following is a natural question to ask. Question 1. Is every homology sphere homology cobordant to a homology sphere obtained by surgery on a knot in S 3 ?
This problem is also closely related to Problem 4.25 in Kirby's list [Kir78] : if W is a compact four-manifold homotopy equivalent to S 2 , is the generator of H 2 pW q always representable by a pl-embedded sphere? A way to find a couterexample would be to find a homology sphere not homology cobordant to any surgery on a knot and which bounds a homotopy S 2 .
Manolescu correction terms seem a natural approach to study Question 1, especially because the invariants involved fit in various surgery exact triangles (see [Lin15] ). In the present paper, we discuss several constraints on them for homology spheres obtained by Dehn surgery on the three-sphere, and in general any integral homology L-space, in terms of other wellstudied quantities in knot theory. Recall that an L-space is a rational homology sphere whose reduced monopole Floer homology vanishes; any connected sum of of Poincaré homology spheres (with either orientation) is an integral L-space, and it is conjectured that these are indeed all the examples which are integral homology spheres. We will also exhibit some specific examples of spaces so that the upcoming results can be rephrased in the form "there exists a Y which is not homology cobordant to any homology sphere such that etc.". We say that a surgery on a knot is even, odd, positive or negative if the surgery coefficient is the reciprocal of a integer with that property. Our first result involves even surgeries.
Theorem 1. Suppose Y 1 is obtained by even surgery on a knot in an integral L-space Y . If the surgery is positive, we have αpY 1 q " βpY 1 q " δpY q and γpY 1 q " # δpY 1 q if δpY 1 q is even δpY 1 q´1 otherwise.
If the surgery is negative we have βpY 1 q " γpY 1 q " δpY q and αpY 1 q " # δpY 1 q if δpY 1 q is even δpY 1 q`1 otherwise.
In particular, if Y 1 is obtained by even surgery on an integral L-space two of its Manolescu correction terms coincide.
Here δpY q is the correction term arising in monopole Floer homology as one half of the bottom grading in the U -tower of y HM ‚ pY q (hence it is´hpY q where hpY q is the Frøyshov invariant defined in [KM07] , and corresponds to dpY q{2 in Heegaard Floer theory [OS03a] ). Its value on S 3 is zero. As suggested by Manolescu [Man16] , these correction terms induce concordance invariants of a knot K by taking the associated branched double cover (with respect to the unique spin structure) in the same spirit of [MO07] . We call these invariants αpKq, βpKq, γpKq and δpKq respectively (in our normalization δpKq is 1{4 of the same named invariant in [MO07] ). A particularly interesting class of knots to study is that of Whitehead doubles (cf. Problem 1.38 in Kirby's list [Kir78] ). Unfortunately, the previous result implies that this new correction terms do not carry new information in this sense.
Corollary 1. For a knot K Ă S 3 , let W hpKq be the Whitehead double with a positive clasp. Then αpW hpKqq " βpW hpKqq " 0, and
Recall that for a homology sphere Y 1 of the form Y 1{m pKq for Y an integral homology L-space the invariant δpY 1 q is determined by K and the sign of m, see for example [NW15] . In the case of Manolescu correction terms, also the parity of m has to be taken into account. When dealing with odd surgeries, the restrictions are not as strong as in Theorem 1, but we can nevertheless prove the following. Proposition 1. Consider a homology sphere Y 1 of the form Y 1{m pKq with m odd, for Y an integral homology L-space. If K has Arf invariant zero, the correction terms depend only on the sign of m. If K has Arf invariant 1, then for m ą 0, α and β of Y 1{m pKq are independent of m, while for m ă 0, β and γ are independent of m.
We expect all the correction terms for an odd surgery on an Arf invariant 1 knot to depend only on the sign of the surgery. Unfortunately the techniques of this paper are not enough to show that, the difference between in the Arf invariant zero and one cases being in the shape of the relevant surgery exact triangle ( [Lin15] ).
A class of knots which has received considerable interest is that of knots in S 3 with concordance order two, which forms a quite large collection (see for example [HKL16] ). In this case, exploiting the symmetries of the invariants one can prove the following.
Theorem 2. Suppose Y is obtained by surgery on a knot in S 3 of concordance order two. Then δpY q and βpY q have the same sign, where we consider zero to have the same sign as every other integer.
In general, one can exploit the wide literature of computations available in Heegaard Floer homology (via the isomorphism with usual monopole Floer homology, see [KLT11] , [CGH11] , and subsequent papers). This was used for example in [Lin15] to discuss p˘1q-surgeries on alternating knots with Arf invariant one, following the computations of [OS03b] . In general, the same approach can be used to compute the correction terms of surgeries on alternating and L-space knots. Among the many applications one could point out, we would like to address the following consequence of the results in [Gai15] . Organization of the paper. In Section 1 we briefly recall the basic definitions and formal properties of Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology that we will need. Section 2 is dedicated to some simple consequences of the Gysin exact sequence and the role of U -torsion. Section 3 studies in detail the properties of the surgery exact triangle for a knot in an integral L-space. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss some explicit examples.
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A quick review of Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology
Most of the results of the present paper follow from some formal properties of Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology, which we now review. We refer the reader to [Lin16a] for a more thorough introduction and [Lin16b] for the actual construction. In what follows, F denotes the field with two elements.
Given a closed connected oriented three-manifold Y , there is a natural involution by conjugation  on the set of spin c structures Spin c pY q. The fixed points, which we call self-conjugate, corresponds to spin c structures induced by a spin structure. To each self-conjugate spin c structure s we associate the Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology groups, which in the long exact sequence
Ñ¨¨ä nd are called respectively HS-to, HS-from and HS-bar. These groups carry a relative Zgrading which can be lifted to an absolute Q-grading. They also carry a structure of graded module over the ring R " FrrV ssrQs{pQ 3 q where the actions of V and Q have degree respectively´4 and´1. Furthermore, there are analogous cohomological version which satisfy a version of Poincaré Lefschetz duality: for example, up to grading shift, x HS ‚ pY, sq " x HS ‚ pȲ , sq, whereȲ denotes the manifold with orientation reversed.
For any rational number d let V d and Vd be the graded FrrV ss-modules FrV´1, V ss (the ring of Laurent power series) and FrV´1, V ss{V FrrV ss where the grading is shifted so that the element 1 has degree d. We have the identifications as absolutely graded R-modules:
The action of Q on the to and bar groups is an isomorphism from the first tower onto the second tower and from the second tower onto the third (and zero otherwise). More generally, given a rational homology sphere Y and a self-conjugate spin c structure s we have an isomorphism of R-modules HS ‚ pY, sq -HS ‚ pS 3 q up to grading shift. The group x HS ‚ pY, sq vanishes in degrees low enough, and the map i˚is an isomorphism in degrees high enough. Hence i˚`HS ‚ pY, sq˘, considered as an FrrV ss-module, decomposes as the direct sum Vc ' Vb ' Và . We call these three summands respectively the γ, β and α-towers. The action of Q sends the γ-tower onto the β-tower and the β-tower onto the α-tower. Manolescu's correction terms are then defined to be numbers αpY q ě βpY q ě γpY q such that a " 2αpY q, b " 2βpY q`1, c " 2γpY q`2. The inequalities between these quantities follow from the module structure. The invariants satisfy the following properties:
(1) they reduce to´µpY, sq modulo two, where the latter is the Rokhlin invariant;
(2) when Y is an integral homology sphere, they are integers; (3) they are invariant under spin rational homology cobordism; (4) αpȲ q "´γpY q, βpȲ q "´βpY q and γpȲ q "´αpY q, whereȲ is Y with the orientation reversed. These are the quantities we are interested in studying in this paper.
If rss P Spin c pY q{ is the orbit of a pair of non isomorphic spin c structures s ‰s, we can define x HS ‚ pY, rssq :"
This module is only relatively graded, and can be given the structure of R-module where Q acts by zero and V acts by U 2 . We define the total Floer group x HS ‚ pY q " à rssPSpin c pY q{
This maps decomposes along according to pairs of conjugate spin c structures on the cobordism, and furthermore this assignment is functorial under compositions.
The Gysin exact sequence and U -torsion
A very important feature of the theory is the Gysin exact sequencë¨¨πÝ
see Chapter 4 of [Lin16a] . This is an exact sequence of R-modules where on y HM ‚ we have that V acts as U 2 and Q acts as zero. Furthermore this sequence is compatible with the maps induced by cobordisms. This can be used to infer information about x HS ‚ from the knowledge of y HM ‚ . In the case Y is a homology sphere, in degrees high enough it is four periodic, and the basic block it looks like¨¨F x HS ‚ pS 3 q as R-graded modules, up to grading shift. In particular for an integral L-space we have αpY q " βpY q " γpY q " δpY q.
The following result appears in [Sto16] and as the proof only appeals to formal properties of the Gysin exact sequence, it readily adapts to our setting. We quickly review it for completeness.
Lemma 2. For a homology sphere Y , consider the quantity
Then we have
Proof. Suppose x is in the γ-tower and not in the image of Q. The Gysin exact sequence implies that ι˚x ‰ 0, and indeed the compatibility with the sequence for the bar -versions of the invariants implies that ι˚x is in the U -tower of y HM ‚ pY q. Hence ∆pY q ď δpY q. Analogously, if y in in the U -tower in degree congruent to 2`2µpY q modulo 4, then the fact that in degrees high enough the sequence is standard implies that y " ι˚x for x in the γ-tower. The exactness implies that x is not in the image of Q, so that ∆pY q ě δpY q´1. The result then follows because ∆ has the same parity as µpY q.
We now discuss some simple bounds on the invariants in terms of the U -torsion of
Recall that for a homology sphere Y we have the isomorphism of FrU s-modules y HM ‚ pY q "`FrU´1, U ss{U FrU s˘à p'FrU s{U n i q for some collection of n i ě 1. Define tpY q to be the maximum of the n i . This is readily seen to be an invariant of the homology sphere. We have the following properties:
(1) tpȲ q " tpY q; (2) tpY #Y 1 q " maxttpY q, tpY 1 qu. The first property follows from Poincaré duality, while the second property is a consequence of the isomorphism
(see [Lin16c] for discussion of the unpublished work of Bloom, Mrowka and Ozsváth, and [OS04] for the analogous result in Heegaard Floer homology) and the fact that, forgetting about the gradings,
Lemma 3. There exists a constant C 1 ą 0 such that for every homology sphere αpY q´γpY q ď C 1 tpY q.
Proof. The key point is to show that for every Y there is an inequality δpY q´γpY q ď C 2 tpY q. Indeed, if this holds, we have
where the first equality follows from the properties of the correction terms under orientation reversal and the second follows from property p1q above. The Gysin exact sequence implies that the elements in the γ-tower which have degree less than 2δpY q are in the image of Q.
As α ě δ, the portion of the β-tower in degree less than 2δpY q is in the image of π˚, and as the V -action is mapped to a U 2 -action it comes from some torsion subgroup of y HM ‚ . This implies that for some constant C 3 ą 0 we have maxt0, δpY q´βpY qu ď C 3 tpY q.
Similarly, for the portion of the γ-tower in degrees less than minp2δpY q, 2βpYis also in the image of π˚, hence it also provides a linear lower bound on tpY q. The claim follows by summing these two lower bounds.
Proof of Theorem 3. This follows from the previous proposition, the observations about tpY q and Theorem 3 in [Gai15] , which for our purposes implies the following: if Y is obtained by surgery on a knot of genus g, then tpY q ď 2g (while the author only explicitly talks about S 3 , his results hold for any integral homology L-space). Of course, here we use the isomorphism between monopole and Heegaard Floer homology (see [KLT11] , [CGH11] and subsequent papers).
The surgery exact triangle in an L-space
In this section we study the properties of the surgery exact triangle in Pinp2q-monopole Floer homology in the case of a knot in an integral L-space. We first recall the main result of [Lin15] . Suppose Z is a manifold with torus boundary, and consider three oriented curves
Denote by Y i the three manifold obtained by Dehn filling Z along γ i . There is a natural cobordism W i from Y i to Y i`1 obtained by a single 2-handle attachment. Of these three cobordisms, exactly two are spin, and we can assume after relabeling that these are W 1 and W 2 . Then there is a well-defined map of R-moduleš
so that the triangle
is exact. The analogous statement is true for the from and bar versions. We are particularly interested in the case in which Z is the complement of a knot K in a homology sphere Y , and the surgery triple is of the form 1{p, 0, 1{pp`1q (with respect to the Seifert framing). We denote byŠ 1{q the group x HS ‚ pY 1{q pKqq. The surgery exact triangle specializes to the triangle where the mapsǍ s q andB s q are those induced by the spin cobordisms. We use an analogous notation for the from and bar versions. Also, we will consider the usual monopole Floer counterpart: we will denote the groups y HM ‚ pY 1{q pKqq byM 1{q and the maps byǍ m q andB m q respectively. We can now state our first observation regarding the surgery exact triangle. In [KMOS07] it is shown that the composition (2)B m q˝Ǎ m q :M 1{q ÑM 1{q is zero. This follows from exhibiting an embedded sphere of self-intersection zero and applying a border case of the adjunction inequality. This is the key observation when making inductive arguments involving the surgery exact triangle. In the Pinp2q case, we have the following.
Lemma 4. The composite (2) is given by multiplication by Q.
Proof. The composition of the two cobordisms is described by the Kirby diagram in Figure  1 . The cobordism from Y 1{q pKq to Y 0 pKq is given by a two handle attachment along the knot K 1 , while the following one from Y 0 pKq to Y 1{q pKq is given by attaching another two handle along a zero framed meridian of K 1 . If we trade this second handle for a 1-handle (i.e. adding a dot in the notation of [GS99]), we obtain a pair of canceling 1 and 2-handles. In particular, the composite cobordism is obtained from the product one r0, 1sˆY 1{q pKq by removing a neighborhood S 1ˆD3 of a loop and replacing it by S 2ˆD2 . The result then readily follows from the fact that the map induced by S 2ˆS2 with two ball removed induces multiplication by Q (see the proof of Theorem 5 in [Lin15] ).
Recall that as Y 0 pKq is a homology S 1ˆS2 we have that
We call the image inM 0 of the two summands respectively the bottom and top U -towers. We record the following simple observation.
Lemma 5. For q ě 0, the image ofǍ m q coincides with the bottom tower ofM 0 .
Proof. The result is obvious forǍ m 0 . This implies in particular that elements not in the bottom tower have non trivial image underB m 1 . Now the result follows by induction, using the fact thatB m q˝Ǎ m q is zero.
In the Pinp2q-setting, as discussed in [Lin15] there is a big qualitative difference in the shape of the surgery exact triangle in the cases where the knot has Arf invariant zero or one. This follows from the relation between the Pinp2q invariants and the Rokhlin invariant. If ArfpKq " 0, we have the identification
This decomposes as a FrrV ss-module as a direct sum of six modules V, and we call the image of the ones in the first summand the bottom α, β and γ towers, and the ones in the second summand the top α, β and γ towers. If ArfpKq " 1 we have the identification as FrrV ss-modules (4)S 0 " pVx1y ' Vq ' pVx1y ' Vqx2y and the action of Q is an isomorphism from the summand to the second and from the third summand to the fourth. Their image inŠ 0 will be called respectively the bottom γ and β towers and the top β and α towers. Intuitively, the main difference between the ArfpKq " 1 case is that the top γ-tower cancels with the bottom α-tower (cf. [Lin15] ).
In the case of a knot with Arf invariant 1, the exact triangle in the bar version looks like . . .
extended in both directions in a four-periodic fashion. The groups are from left to rightS 1{p , S 0 andS 1{p`1 , and the depicted maps areĀ s q andB s q (which have degree respectively´1 and 0). The third map is an isomorphism from the γ-tower ofS 1{p`1 to the α-tower ofS 1{p , and is given by the multiplication by a power series in V with leading term 1. Notice that the mapsĀ s q depend on the parity of q once one takes into account the grading modulo four. This is related to the fact that the Rokhlin invariant changes by doing odd surgery ona knot with Arf invariant 1. The bottom β and γ-towers correspond to the image ofĀ s q for q even, while the top α and β-towers correspond to the image ofĀ s q for q odd. The ArfpKq " 0 is a little trickier. This is because, unlike the ArfpKq " 1 case, the identification (3) above is not canonical, and for a fixed identification the exact triangle in the bar version could look either as
n both cases the two central columns correspond toS 0 and the picture extend in both directions four-periodically. The second observation, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 4, is the following.
Lemma 6. Suppose we have chosen the identification (3) so thatĀ s 0 andB s 1 are as in the first case above. ThenĀ s q andB s q`1 are as is the first case if q is even, and as in the second if q is odd.
We will always that the identification (3) is made according to this lemma.
In the case of usual Floer homology (see [OS03a] ), we can define the correction terms for manifolds with b 1 " 1 by looking at the minimal gradings of the two U -towers. Focusing on the zero surgery on a knot K, this allows us to define the invariants δ`pKq " 1 2 mintgrpxq|x P top U -tower ofM 0 uu δ´pKq " 1 2`m intgrpxq|x P bottom U -tower ofM 0 uu`1˘, which are normalized to be zero in S 2ˆS1 . They correspond respectively to pd t´1 {2q{2 and pd b`1 {2q{2 in the Heegaard Floer context (recall that the grading conventions between the two theories differs by b 1 pY q{2).
In the Pinp2q-setting, for the zero surgery on a knot with ArfpKq " 0 we can define the six correction terms α˘, β˘, γ˘as in the case of a homology sphere (see Section 1), where the bottom correction terms (indicated with the minus) correspond to the left summand in (3), while the top correspond to the quotient of i˚pS 0 q by ImǍ s 0 X i˚pS 0 q (for which the notion of α, β and γ-towers is well defined). We also take account of the shift on the left summand and normalize bottom invariants by shifting their degrees up by 1 as in the case of δ´pKq above.
In formulas:
or example, for S 2ˆS1 all the six correction terms are zero.
Remark 1. The ambiguity choice of the identification (3) could be a little misleading sometimes, and could lead to very different lookingŠ 0 . In particular the correction terms really depend on the choice of the identification. For example consider the module (written horizontally)¨¨¨F´1
iven as a direct sum of towers, where the top row consists of the bottom towers and the bottom row consists of the top towers (for simplicity we have only indicated the Q actions). For example, this is i˚S 0 for the zero surgery on the torus knot T p2, 7q. In this case, the bottom correction terms are all zero while the top correction terms are all´2. On the other hand we can do a change of basis, so that the module structure will be F´4 F¨F F F¨¨¨F¨F F F¨¨Ï n this case we have α´" 0, β´" γ´"´2 and α`" β`" 0 and γ´"´2.
In the case of surgery on a knot with Arf " 1 we can define the four correction terms: βá nd γ´corresponding to the bottom towers, and α`and β`corresponding to the top towers, by means of the same formulas above. Here we use the same conventions as in the previous case, so that for the zero surgery on the trefoil, for which we computed in [Lin15] thať
where Q is an isomorphism from the first tower onto the second and from the third tower onto the forth, the bottom invariants are 0 while the top invariants are´1. In both cases, we will denote the various correction terms as α˘pKq, β˘pKq and γ˘pKq, and we can similarly define the correction terms δ˘pKq coming fromM 0 (these are normalized so that they are both zero for the unknot).
The main observation is the following. Lemma 7. Suppose K is a knot in an integral L-space Y . Then β´pKq " γ´pKq " δpY q.
Proof. By hypothesis, x HS ‚ pY q " x HS ‚ pS 3 qx2δpY qy. The existence of the R-module homomorphismǍ 0 :Š 8 ÑŠ 0 implies that β´pKq ě γ´pKq ě δpY q. The existence of the R-module homomorphismB 0 :Š 0 ÑŠ 8 (together with the description ofB 0 in the Arf " 0 case) implies that δpY q ě β´pKq ě γ´pKq, hence the result follows.
With this in hand, we can proceed in the proof of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. As the statements are invariant under orientation reversal, we can assume that the surgery coefficient is positive. We focus first on the case of a knot with Arf invariant zero, where the following proposition (which implies both Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 in the Arf invariant zero case) holds.
Proposition 2. Consider for m ą 0 the three-manifold Y 1 " Y 1{m pKq, where ArfpKq " 0 and Y is an integral L-space. Then if m is odd we have
while if m is even we have αpY 1 q " βpY 1 q " δpY q and
Proof. The statement is invariant under an overall grading shift, so that we can assume without loss of generatily that δpY q is zero. The proof proceeds by induction on the surgery coefficient. As by hypothesisŠ 8 is isomorphic (up to grading shift) to x HS ‚ pS 3 q, the mapǍ s 0 is a surjection onto the bottom tower hence the result for S 3 1 pKq readily follows by the exact triangle and the definition of the correction terms of the knot K.
We want now to compute the correction terms for Y 1{2 pKq. The exact triangle and the module structure implies that i˚pS 1{2 q is a quotient R-module of (5) T " i˚pS 0 q{Ǎ 1 pi˚S 1 q.
The mapsĀ s 1 andB s 2 are determined by Lemma 6. Notice that because of Lemma 7, the part of i˚pS 0 q in degrees between 4k´1 and 4k`2 for k ě 0 looks like one of the following
In these cases, the corresponding part of i˚pS 1 q lying in degrees 4k´1 and 4k`2 is
F¨Ï n light of the description of the mapĀ s 1 , it is then straightforward to check that the module T has in all four cases the shape F F F in degrees between 4k´1 and 4k`2, for k ě 0. In degree less than 1, the fact thatB s 1˝Ǎ s 1 is multiplication by Q implies that the only elements in i˚S 0 which survive in the quotient are those in the γ-tower which are not in the image of Q. Putting these observations together, we have that if we can identify i˚S 2 with T then the result holds, where the identification of γ with either δ or δ´1 follows from Lemma 2. Hence, we are left to prove that no element of T is killed by some element ofŠ 1 . For the elements in the γ-tower in degrees below zero, this follows from our observation above: ifǍ s 1 pxq is in the top γ-tower ofŠ 0 , then Lemma 5 implies that Qx is in the γ-tower ofŠ 1 . In non-negative degrees the argument is slightly different between the cases paq and pbq and the cases pcq and pdq, and we first consider the latter. Suppose y PŠ 1 kills the the corresponding element in the bottom β-tower (which coincides in these cases with the element in the top α-tower). BecauseB s 1 is zero on the latter, we have by Lemma 4 that Q¨y is zero. By the Gysin exact sequence for Y 1 pKq, y " π˚z for some z PM 1 , and furthermoreǍ m 1 pzq ‰ 0 because it has to map under π˚to the bottom β-tower. Furthermore,Ǎ m 1 pzq cannot belong to the bottom tower ofM 0 , so we get a contradiction to Lemma 5. In the first two cases, suppose that y PŠ 1 is an element such thatǍ s 1 is non-zero in the top α-tower. Call the elements in the corresponding section of i˚S 1 respectively w, Q¨w and Q 2 w. Then Lemma 4 implies that Q¨y " Q 2 w. In particular, Q¨pQw`yq is zero, hence Qw`y is in the image of π˚. Furthermore, as Qw is mapped to the sum of the element in the bottom β-tower and the element in the top α-tower, we have thatǍ s 1 pQw`yq is the element in the bottom β-tower. In case paq, this is a contradiction because the latter element is not in the image of π˚, while in the case pbq it is a contradiction again because of Lemma 5.
The proof now continues by induction, after one notices that because of Lemma 6 the map A s 2 , when restricted to T , is a map onto the bottom towers ofŠ 0 .
The following proposition, together with the previous one, implies Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. Figure 2 . The boundary of these surgery diagrams are equivalent under a slam dunk move (see [GS99] ). The diagram on the right describes a spin cobordism from Y to Y 1 with b2 pW q " b2 pW q " 1. while if m is even we have αpY q " βpY q " δpY q and
Proof. The proof of this result is the same as the one above, the main difference being that in the case of a knot with Arf invariant one, because of the shape of the triangle, the γ-tower is not determined by the zero surgery. The main observation is that even though in the odd case we cannot determine exactly the γ-tower, in the even case the elements of the γ-tower of Y 1{m pKq in degree less than zero are (as in the Arf zero case) not in the image of Q by Lemma 4, so that γ is again determined by δ by Lemma 2.
Proof of Corollary 1. It is shown in [MO07] that the branched double cover of W hpKq is the homology sphere obtained by p1{2q-surgery on K#K r , K r being the knot with string orientation reversed. The result then follows from Theorem 1.
The following weaker version of Theorem 1 also holds more in general.
Proposition 4. Suppose Y is a homology sphere with αpY q " βpY q " γpY q " δpY q. If Y 1 is obtained from Y by even surgery, then βpY 1 q " δpY q.
Proof. As shown in Figure 2 there is a spin cobordism W from Y to Y 1 with b2 pW q " b2 pW q " 1. By Theorem 5 in [Lin15] we have the inequality
On the other hand, the reversed cobordism with the reversed orientation is still spin with b2 pW q " b2 pW q " 1, so that again by Theorem 5 in [Lin15] δpY q " αpY q ě βpY 1 q.
and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2. The statement is clear if the surgery coefficient is even in light of Theorem 1. For the odd case, the key observation is that (6) βpS 3 1{n pKqq " βpS 3 1{n pKqq "´βpS 3 1{n pKqq "´βpS 3 1{n pKqq. HereK denotes the mirror of K and the first equality follows from the fact that the inputs are naturally identified, the second from the properties of β and the third from the fact that, as K has concordance order two,K is concordant to K, so that the corresponding surgeries are homology cobordant. Because the statement is invariant under orientation reversal, and in light of Proposition 1, we can suppose that Y is obtained by`1 surgery on a knot K. Suppose now that δpY q and βpY q has opposite signs, so that δpY q ă 0 (because the surgery is positive) and βpY q ą 0. Then β`pKq " βpY q ą 0. The module structure then implies that α`pKq ą 0. Now the symmetry (6) implies that βpS 3 1 pKqq ă 0. On the other hand the bottom element of the β-tower of S 3 1 pKq maps viaǍ ś 1 injectively into the top α-tower of S 3 0 pKq (see again Lemma 6), implying α`pKq ă 0, contradiction.
Some examples
In this section we discuss some examples of homology spheres which turn to be handy when making statements of the form "there exist homology spheres which are not homology cobordant to any homology sphere of the form etc.". Our main result, which is essentially a computation with the Eilenberg-Moore-spectral sequence [Lin16c] , is the following (cf. [Sto15a] for analogous results in the setting of Pinp2q-equivariant Seiberg-Witten Floer homology).
Proposition 5. For any a ě b ě c integers with the same parity with a´b ě b´c, there exists a homology sphere Y such that αpY q " δpY q " a, βpY q " b, γpY q " c.
The more general geography problem seems to be much harder. For example, the author is not aware of any homology sphere for which δ R tα, α´1, γ`1, γu, or a homology sphere for which α " δ and α´β ăă β´γ. While one can easily construct candidate chain complexes with any given numerical invariants (satisfying the obvious inequalities α ě β, δ ě γ), it is not clear which of these can arise as the Floer chain complex of a homology sphere.
Consider the FrrV ss-module V d pkq given by FrrV ss{V k x2k`dy. The degrees are shifted so that the element with minimum degree has degree d. We define the R-module M k as
where the action of Q is surjective from the second summand to the first, is an isomorphism from the third summand to the second and is injective from the fourth summand to the third. More graphically, this module is
Here the bottom line represents the V´4 k`3 pkq summand, hence has dimension k.
Definition 1. We say that a homology sphere Y has simple type M k if there is a decomposition as a direct sum of R-modules x HS ‚ pY q " M k ' J and there are not non-trivial Massey products between the two summands.
The submodule i˚pHS ‚ pYconsists of the three V`summands in M k . In particular we have that if Y has simple type M k then αpY q " δpY q " 0 and βpY q " γpY q "´2k.
Example 1. Let K k be the torus knot T p2, 8k´1q. Then Y k " S 3 1 pK k q has simple type M k . To see this, recall the computations for alternating knots provided by [Lin15] tell us that in the torsion spin c structure x
for some m k depending on k. Given the description ofĀ ś 1 from Lemma 6, the exact triangle implies a decomposition of the form (7). The fact that there are not non-trivial Massey products follows from the fact that in this case the extra summand comes for the other spin c structures on S 3 0 pK k q and functoriality. This example readily generalizes for p1{mq-surgeries on L-space knots of Arf invariant 0, with m odd and negative.
The following is the key computation.
Proposition 6. Suppose Y and Y 1 have simple type M k and M k 1 for k 1 ď k respectively. Then we have
Proof. In order to study the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence we need to deal with the from groups. Poincaré duality tells us that up to grading shift and reversal x HS ‚ pY q -x HS ‚ pȲ q, hence we can apply the result on connected sum forȲ andȲ 1 to the dual R-modules Mk 'Jå nd Mk 1 ' pJ 1 q˚. For simplicity, we can suppose that the gradings in the latter are shifted so that the top degree elements of Mk and Mk 1 are zero: the final gradings will be straightforward to infer as by additivity we have δpY #Y 1 q " 0, so we only need to focus on the differences. The key point is that while in general the E 2 -page of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence is rather complicated, the module Mk has a two-step projective resolution Mk Ð Rr1´4ks ' Rr0s Ð Rr4ks where the map on the right sends 1 to pQ, V k q. The hypothesis that the summands J and J 1 do not have Massey products into the towers imply that in order to study the correction terms we just need to understand Tor R ,˚p Mk , Mk 1 q. As the projective resolution has length two, there are no higher differentials in the spectral sequence, so that it collapses at the E 2 -page. Recall that we have the identification Tor R ,1 pMk , Mk1q " Mk b R Mk1. The latter can be written as a direct sum of two R-modules, one of which is (8) FrrV ssx0y ' FrrV ssx´4k 1`1 y ' FrrV ssx´4pk`k 1 q`2y ' V 3´4pk`k 1 q pk`k 1 q ' V 2´4k 1 pk 1 q where the action of Q is not trivial from one summand to the one next to it on the right when there are two F summands that differ in degree by one, and the other is V 5´4pk`k 1 q pk 1 q. The group Tor R ,2 is isomorphic to V 2´4pk`k 1 q pk 1 q. In the simplest case where k " k 1 " 1, Tor R ,c
an be graphically described as follows:
Here the first three rows represent Tor R ,1 (where the first two are the summand (8)) while the forth row represent Tor R ,2 . In the general case, the third row will be a summand V 5´4pk`k 1 q pk 1 q and the forth row V 2´4pk`k 1 q pk 1 q. In particular, there cannot be non trivial elements in the towers coming from Tor R ,2 for grading reasons, so that the correction terms are determined by Tor R ,1 . The result then follows by Poincaré duality.
Proof of Proposition 5. Because the Poincaré homology sphere P is an L-space (because of positive scalar curvature, see [KM07] ), for any homology sphere Y we have x HS ‚ pY #P q "
x HS ‚ pY qx´2y
because the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence collapses at the E 2 page. In particular, its effect is to shift all the correction terms by´1. Hence the result follows by considering Y k #Y k 1 and adding suitably many copies of P andP .
The same argument in the proof of Lemma 6 can be readily applied to connected sums of many homology spheres of simple type M k . While the correction terms will only depend on the two maximal indices, one can see that the R-module structure can become arbitrarily complicated as the number of summands grows. For example, this shows that for each N there exist homology spheres Y such that x HS ‚ pY q satisfies the following. There exists sequences x i , y i for 1 ď i ď N not in the image of i˚such that the following hold: ‚ V¨x i " y i ; ‚ Q¨x 1 P Impi˚q; ‚ Q¨x i " y i´1 for i ě 2. As every homology sphere is invertibly cobordant to a hyperbolic one ( [AKMR] ), and by funtoriality invertible cobordisms induce injective maps in Floer homology, we can also choose such examples to be hyperbolic.
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